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Matthew Oudbier

Recipe for Moral Confusion
"A great recipe for a generation of young men.”

Ingredients

Makes one serving; but it will last a lifetime.
1 Young Man
2 cups Family Values
1 ½ Cups Military Culture and Training
½ Cup Social Expectations
¼ Cup Duty
2 Tbsp. Fear (Confusion can also be substitute in this recipe)
1 Dash of Esprit de Corps

Prep Time: 24 Years

Cook Time: Seconds

Ready in: Never

Directions
1. Preheat an unfamiliar desert wasteland to 130 degrees F (54 degrees
C) until ready to cook. Grease a large culture with violence and war.
2. Combine all of the ingredient into the young man just out of high
school and shake the hell out of him. Then place the combined
ingredients into the greased culture; mix him up some more just
for good measure.
3. Place the young man in the desert to bake. Bake with a gun. Let
that sucker bake even when you’re not sure if baking is the right
choice. (Sometimes it’s better to bake than be baked.)
4. Pull the young man out of the desert and feed it to the family
right away. It will be hot; and they may not know how to handle
it. (Don’t worry; it won’t know how to handle it.) You will know it
is done when it has a hard exterior and a mixed up center.  It may
leave a bad taste in your mouth, but over time, hopefully, it will
become easier to digest.
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